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Generator of Virtual Tissue Machine  
 
The generator of virtual Tissue machine is a tool for technicians from paper industry 
to compose, test and tune new or planed upgrade Tissue machines already in 
engineering phase of the projects.  
 
This tool enables user to assemble just per mouse click any Tissue machine from 
library of separate equipment models during several minutes on graphical worksheet. 
The generator algorithm takes care about consistency of selected equipment and 
takes also care about parameter modifications.  
 
The virtual tissue machine copies functions and results of real machine with 
precision within accuracy scope of measurement instrumentation. 
 

The features bellow give the user basic imagination about generator 
possibilities   
 
User Interface to generator of virtual Tissue machine 
 

- The most important part of the generator is the “Library of Equipment Models”. 

The equipment models like Yankee cylinder, Tissue flex, high efficiency 

hoods, heat exchangers, gas combusting chamber, steam box and other parts 

of Tissue production equipment are defined by geometrical, technical and 

material data, specific functions, limiting values like max temperature, max 

speed, max pressure, max hood air temperature and so on.   

 

- This library is unlimited and user can easily modify all equipment parameters 

or derive new equipment. The algorithm always checks data consistency for 

each equipment model.  

 

- Also the tissue products are saved with all parameters, set points and recipes 

in “Product Library”. After the virtual machine is assembled, the user can 

select any product from this library to test virtual machine performance. 

 

- The users screens of virtual Yankee machine will be similar to the used 

standard (anyway designed to cover user demands), but they will contain 

significantly more process information. The interface example can be seen at   

www.procsim.eu on the page save on energy. 
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- The virtual machine react principally similar to the real one. The user selects 

product from product library and inserts set points (so far they are not part of 

recipe) as speed, BW, final dryness, press load, fresh air and exhaust air 

volume.  The control algorithm in virtual machine controls steam pressure, 

drying air temperature and other control loops in order to reach set points.  

 

Functionality of virtual Tissue machine 
 

- The virtual Tissue machine simulates both processes: dewatering and drying 

 

- The drying (heat transfer and evaporation) is calculated exclusively by 

physical equations (no statistical data needed at all). The evaporation 

calculation is based on Stefan’s equations where the vapour partial pressure 

in surrounding air and in pulp web including pulp hydroscopic behaving are the 

main process variables.  

 

- The dewatering process in the press section is represented by Decreasing 

Permeability theory based on Kozeny-Carman equation. The drainage model 

includes process variables like press impulse, BW, water viscosity, 

temperature and pulp property like compressibility and permeability.  

 

- Due to this modelling approach, the web dryness after press section and pulp 

dewatering parameters can be calculated directly from real process data. 

Thereby the dewatering function of press section can be monitored (product 

specific) and used as observing tool for dewatering efficiency. 

 

- The virtual machine, of course, includes also all significant air ducting of 

Tissue equipment. 

 

- The gas and steam consumption are calculated from heat transfer into the 

web and heat losses. 

 

- The energy losses are calculated from isolation data, fresh air volume and 

temperature, air moisture in the hoods, the way of gas combustion, efficiency 

of heat exchangers, air ducting and other factors.  

 

- Temperature of Yankee cylinder surface is an important parameter impacting 

product quality. The model algorithms calculates this process value as a result 

of all production conditions. Of course, also this variable can be used as set 

point. 

 

- The drying processes in the Web are calculated on web elements of 10 cm in 

MD direction.This approach creates mostly unlimited number of process MD 

profiles.   
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- All used equations of dewatering and drying processes are transparent and full 

documented. The assembled virtual Tissue machine can be saved as file and 

reopened again at any time.  

 
Validation 
 

- The validation has to answer the following question: does the simulation 

represent and correctly reproduce the behaviour of the real world system? 

 

- The validation ensures that the simulation meets its intended requirements in 

terms of the method employed and results obtained. The ultimate target of the 

simulation validation is to make the simulation useful in the sense that the 

simulation addresses the right problem and provides accurate information about 

the system being simulated. So far the theory. 

 

- The validation procedure is based on the historical process data stored in the 

database as 10 minute mean values (resulting in more than 4,000 data samples 

or data sets for one month). These values are split into two categories: process 

set points and results. The set points are simulation input values and the 

process results will be compared with simulation ones. 

 

- Validation means that the unknown equipment parameters are determined and 

specified by theirs performance. Not only the unknown technical parameters of 

the machine parts, but also the drainage properties of the paper web can be 

calculated as a result of the simulation for different types of product.  

 

- The validated virtual machine represents behaving of the real machine in all 

production conditions within an accuracy scope of the installed instrumentation. 

This means that the unmeasured process values are simulated in the virtual 

machine with the same precision. This alone opens a large window in to the 

technology and helps in troubleshooting enormous. The real machine with its 

Instrumentation is used by virtual machine as online “laboratory” 

 

 
Scope of use of virtual Tissue machine 
 

- The effect of modification during the optimizing process of the Yankee machine 

(Exchange of parts, change the air ducting or simply equipment parameter 

modification) is immediately simulated, analyzed and documented. 

 

- With functions of virtual Tissue machine the user can work specifically to improve 

energy efficiency, heat transfer to web, heat regeneration, air humidity control in 

hoods and other important tissue machine functions. The ratio cost/profit will be seen 

immediately. Each change on the virtual machine will be completed with price. 
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- The performance of both separate equipment and entire machine is graphically 

documented such as energy distribution, specific energy consumption, Sankey 

diagrams and the same in table form, as well. 

 

- The virtual machine contains control algorithm for defined process conditions 

and constraints such as: max production, steam flow limitation, air moisture 

target in the hoods, Yankee surface temperature and others. The virtual 

process is controlled to match defined conditions with all consequences to the 

resulting production and energy consumption. 

 

- The virtual machine is a basis for preliminary projects, client communication, 

engineering work and guarantee values (see the experience of the company 

Ircon AB from www.procsim.eu ). 

 

- The user select data available for client communication. The user important 

(secret) data will be hidden. 
 

- The simulation extends knowhow about behavior of paper machine in various 

conditions sustainable further and deeper, whereby  the technical, 

technological  and quality contexts of production are incomparably clearer: 
 

- An online version will work as multiple Soft Sensor. The important simulated 

values can be displayed on the operator screen in the same way as the 

measured values. The precision of this information is in the scope of installed 

instrumentation.  This increases process transparency enormously and 

consequently contributes to quality stabilizing.   

 

- The virtual machine can be used subsequently to control real machine. Such 

control saves energy, increases the drying capacity of the machine and 

stabilizes the quality of the product with much higher precision than the 

conventional control (see presentation at TAPPI conference in Nashville 2014 

on www.procsim.eu). 
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